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') ',\ ABSTRACT 
., - . 
' - I 
Dut'ing t;he:s.~ers. of 1964, 1965, and ,'.\.966, a ser!~s of 
field tests were conducted on five prestressed concrete box-beam 
' 13' 
highway bridges located in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 
---
-
. Four of the bridges were right bridges while one, located at 
.Brookville, was constructed on a 45° skew. In- the field tests, 
. ) 
' . , 
each bridge was subjected to vehicuiar loading consisting of a. 
3~axle truck which was a close simulation of: the; AASHO HS20 de·-. 
sign vehicle. 
This rei,ort, base~ on the t~st of. the Brookville Br:idge ! 
:c·ont1:Jin·s (1): a detailed description of t;he· field test procedure 
·and equi-pment, (2) a complete ·outline ·and flow chart of the com-
puter progr:am used in ·the processing· and analysis of the .data, 
~nd (3-) a sununary of the measured structlirc1l respons.e of the. 
·4 
. bridge, including a comparison with, a right bridge. hav:ing :near.J.y·, .. 
,. 
identical overall ·dimensions ·and member size-s· .. 
. ' 
V" 
Initially,_ separate reports ar.e be:ing prepared on the 
,.. 
behavior of each of the test structures •. The primary:intent of 
these reporti is to present a detailed description of the be-
,. 
havior. of each of the bridges. After all of the separate reports 
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. . . ) ., .... . 1.' ' . 
· . \ .l. . INTRODUCTION 
.. ',,, 
. --. ' . 
· · 1.1 Background .. 
Early prestressed concrete highway bridges in the 
.. ' 
~~ 
_United States were generally constructed either with the longi-
I tudinal·girders in direct contact, or with very smalf lateral 
spacing.\ This adjacent girder configuration was utilized .·as a J ~ 
means o~ining positive interaction between beams in the lat-
eral distribution of liv·e load. Transverse post-tensioning was 
.-/1 
ofter\ employed,· along with shear keys ·between the beams, to pro-
-. . 
) 
vide_significant resistance· to.bending in the lateral direction. I .. 
' 
I 
·As a result, the adjacent girder bl'idge could be analyzed as an 
....._ 
Qrthotropic plate s~.f~-~:ture, since longitudinal bending · resist-
,. 
ance was greater in magnitude than that in the lateral direction.1 
~ 
"-.. 
. -A ·:number of girder cross-secti~ns were used, including I-shaped, 
box-shaped, upright or inverted tee, and channel-shaped, with 
- ~ \ ~ 




ter·action. 2 ~ . 




In Pennsylvania, most of the adjacent ·girder b~idges 
have u:sed the box-shap~d crQss-section.. In these: bridges, the 
girders are placed with their faces ne~rly tot.iclling·, · ... ~nd "the - . . ,,.:, 
. ·-... ' . 
· · • small space between is · occupied by a cast- in- place concrete shear 
. key. With this configuration, there is no need to· ¢lepend on a_ ', . . 
rigid deck sla~ for~any· structural purpose, and the tops of the 
--- ,. 
... ' . 
. ~ . . ~:, ... 
.. :· .. '~' ; 
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, .. , 
... 
beams provide an unbroken surface. Therefore, only a thin wear-







Recent design practice has led to the use of pr~stressed 
· ... ·concrete girders in a· spread configurationL parallel to that in·
1 • 
' / 
a beam-slab bridge utiltzing st.eel stringers. Load transmission 
between beams is accomplished by means of a .reinforced concrete 
.. . I 
deck s1·ab- cast to act compositely with the beams~ Diaphrag~ 
I 
normally cast-in-place between beams at .interva.ls ·along the span 
to_ aid. in a more uniform d.ist.~bution of live load ·to the beams~· 
1, ...... -Both I-sha·ped .and box•shaped cross-sections have been used ·in the 
~ - ><•;.;,-: .· .. - . ·. ,, I 
.: / ' ' '; ; . 
spread beam configuration, witli the utilization of the box-section 
••. >?. being '$e most recent development in r~niisylvania. --~ box g~er 
t;;J 
,. :i.... ' 
differs in stru~tural behavio~ over the I-shape in that it hasJ' 
more resistance to-torsion. It is believed tlat -+the box section, .. _ 
I ', .' . ,i· 
> C' ' 
.\ ..... 
.... , 
. · by virtue of this' torsional stiffness, may be superior.· to the 
/ 
other shapes in developing a.more unifor~ lateral distri~ion of 
~ \ 
applied' lo~ds. Since. this additional ri_gidity has not been taken 
into account, it is felt that previous designs may be somewhat ) 
conservative. } 
. A-~· a ··r~sult, in 1964, the Structural Concrete Division 
6f the Department of Civil Engineering initiated a; research project 
.· with the pur·pose -9f evaluating the .structural behavior of spread . ' 
. . 
- , 
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.. r· 
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the project is to determine the actual lateral distribution of 
vehicular loads in this type of bridge . 
... 
. • ,1 
.. Initial tests were conducted· .on an existing highway 
' 
bridge near Drehersville, Pennsylvania . This test series served 
• 
as a pilot for followi:{lg tests, and provided . insight into the -_ ·· 
i effect; of certain design factors on the behavior of the bridge. 
. () 
Two· load vehic·1es, closely simulating AASHO H20-S16-44 loading, 
were run aa,toss the test·. span, both, siIVJly and in combi'.nation • 
Instrumentation~as arranged to measure str .. ains in beams, slab, r 
. . . 
.. . . 
" curb,- and parapet, ap,d_ t_o· __ measure deflections. · The pilot tests 




between the beams and deck, incfuding the curb and parapet wall, 
._,.._, (2~ that-the effect,of multiple vehicle loads can be evaluated 
by superimposing single vehicle effects, (3) that'only half of 
the beams in a bridge need be gaged to eva,iuate the behavior of 
the entire bridge, alld (-4) that actllal .dve load akibu:tion is f 
~ 
. I . : 
significantly different from that as_sumed(in_ l>resent design. 3 
. 
It wa~ deeided that subsequen~ tests be planned to 
evaluate the effects of several f~ctors on live load distribution 
in the spread-b9x bridge type. These are primarily (1) deg~ee of 
; 
-_ skew angle between the . crossing routes, - ( 2) width of -beam section, 
and ( 3) the ·effect of mids p~ diaphragms . One bridge, having no 
' 































tests, arid. three others of_similar dimensions, but with desired 
. ' .,...· 
.,r. . 
f · ·.·· ... --.3~ 
. . . ' . 
._;-.· 
~,,- ,. ' . 
', --~ 
' ... ' 
' . 
" 
. ~ , . 
















'/"': . . 
.,. . 
\ 
.-•,. l ; variations· from the ,,standard, were chosen for the purpo::>e of com- . 
parison. 
Table l. 
The characteris.tics of the four br.idge·s . are given in 
\ 
•11 _ l 
-
• 
. 1. 2 'Object. and Scope 
. "'. 
-- \ . 
In the phase of the p~oj Eict repor~ed herein,; the pri- · 
,, 
.· 
. . ~ mary purpose is to ·evaluate the effect of a 45° skew on the lat-
• 
.... 
'\ eral distribution of live load in one of the bridges tested. 
Spread-box girder bridges existing at present in Pennsylvania r 
-have been designed usri.ng a live load "distribution factor.of S/5.5 . 
. 
' 
· . -for interior girders, where S is · the lateral girder spacing, 
center-to-center. The 9istribution fac~or determines the.portion 
'" of the· standard design wheel l~d to be applied to each interior . \ 
I -
' . . . 
.. 
girder in design. The factor in use is equal .t9 the largest fac-
. 
tor specified for any beam-slab brfage type currently listed in 
the de$ign standards of either the Pennsylvania Department of. -.I . 
. 
- / 
.Highways4 or American Association .of State Highway Officials. 6 
. 
I~ is beli~ved that, due to the torsional characteristic of the. 
box section, this fact'or could be changed to more accurately re- -~ 
fleet the bepavior of the secti~n ... Data gathered from the test-
" 
J _,:j I" ing of a right bridge at Bezwick, Pennsylvania, which i_s the ... 
.... standard bridge for these tests, indicated maximum loads for j,n-




design loads. 6 In this repopt, data is a'nalyzed to compare · the . 
' . 
. 
. \ distribution in th.e skew .bridge with that of the right bridge .. V ~ . 
,t 
. '\ . 
V· ' ' 
' . j . I 
. _.;. 
,·:~ . 
. .... \ < .·· ... -. · ... 
. ... ; 
. ' . ' 
.' ,i .:- . ' 
' / < 
~ - . 
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' .,·· . ·: 
" . 
··,c:, ,"' ~ _ •... '/JI 
The analy-sis performed i·n this phase of the project is 
· . o~ ·experIJilental strain data only. In the~ processing of data fro~ 
.I ' "t I 
~ 
·· ·. 
1the bridges tested which had no appreciabl~ s~_ew, the determina-
' . 
tion·of externally applied moments was .a simple· matter:- However, ...,, . 
--~ 
with a skewed bridge, the analysis is' considerably more complex. 
The· skew has the .effect of creating an eccentric distribution of 
•; . "- . 
... 
beam end reactions which cannot be accurately determined.· 
&'\. 




1.3· Previous Research 
~- . 
In March of 1946 ,· the. University of Illinois p\iblished 
"-
.... . 
~he first df a.series of reports ~n ~he extensiv~testing of slab 
' -~ 
-
and beam bridge ~odels.7 TI'te models utilized steel stringers of· 
.. 
· I-shaped.section, with five beams in each model.· The first re-, 
' -· 
port covers simple span right br;dges ~ch'were ;hor~ughly in-
strumented t0 observe behavi~ in the beams and slab. Later test~ 
. 
~ 





mens were loaded to failure, .and· influence charts compiled for· 
-
beam stra·in, beam deflection, and slab reinforcement strain. 
· .. The study ~considered the effect of· skew on beam strain and deflec-
• I • '1. 
tion, slab reinfo·rcement strain, ultimate- strength, and .dead load 
moments in the test bridges. A later report published as paPt of 
,this same series presents a theoretical analy,sis of the same type . 
. of bridg·e, comparing the behavior of bridge~ith 30°, 45° ,· and 
~""-') 









: , .· ... · · aall~ ___ o.f the simultan~_ous solution of difference equations, using 
."C, ~ \ ,: y ' F ~..... .. . ..... --- . ,,- . . . .. ' ~ - •. ' . ' 
., 
. -4-. J . 
,· .,' ., •.··. ,·• 
.. r~ . .., 
•. :··, 'Ii. . . 
',I, · .. 
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. . . 
. ... .. ' ' 
. ·>· . . ·ft'··· ' .. 
... 
• f ,'. ·. 
. ;._ . 
..... \ ·. , • · t ,• .,. l.' t f,' '. ' ~' "'. 1 I '·, O ',. '''' ',-, •' • j \ 1, I · , ' ,. '·.··., 'i·'I·'• __ ,., ,·.•i,, -,, , , , 
· synunetrical and anti-symmetricpl load components on a grid--/con-
forming to the skew of the _slab. Th~ principal param~ter.s used 
· .. ··.·in the analy$.is a·re beam spacing-span ratio, and the ratio of 
- -· . 
. . · slab stiffness to beam stiffness. Tables of coefficients are 
~ 
1 v. . I .,,.-J.' 
compiled whi.ch may· be used to compute quantitatively the effects ~ ' .. - ' 
. 
of .... ~ingle concentrated loads, ·o;., 1\ASHO standard H-loading. A 
•.. ~ 
·formula is given for approximate conversion to H-S type loa~ing, 
. 
. 
SO that.the effects of this ·Configuration may be evaluate9. 
. 
.,.Little published material is available on field te~t~ 
ing of sr bridges. A recent report from the University of 
' -
~ifornia10 describes the experimental evaluatio~ of a theoret-· 
. ical solution performed on a steel orthotropic plate skew struc-
ture.· Tests were run on a bridge constructed for experimental 
. ~ . 
. .. 
~ ~ 
. purposes on~ California highway, with the main objective being 
to deter£e--the acCUracy of the analysis • No comparison is 
. 
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. · 2. . TESTING 
t' ·-
. ·, ' 
··· · 2.1 Testj Bridge and Site . 
' '',\ 
,,.j" ., 
. .~ . ' . 
. I 
•.. ,J, 
' ' ' 
' . 
' ' .· .. _ . 
' '. ' 
' ') 





. . J ' . 
J-' .· .. ,f° 
.. . . 
The test bridge, d.etails of which ·are shown in Figs. 1 
,, I . 
· - through 4, carries Legislative Route ,701 over. the eastbound lanes 
. . 
~-
of-Interstat&-Route 80 (L.R. 1009-3) ·two.miles north.of Brook-
.. 
ville, Jefferson County, Pennsy~yania\ Dimensions clos .. ely ~atch 
. 
, ' 
those of the Berwick Bridge, !ith a s~ply-supPorted span of 
. 1\_-
., 6 4 feet 10-1/ 2 ~ches , and a ro~dway \ wid~h of 28 feet • The ')four 
identical longitudinal girders· are of precast, ·· pre-tensioned con-· -
crete, with a hollow)box crois-section· nominally 48 inches wide 
and 36 inches deep, and laterally spaced at 8 feet _10 inches 
center-to-center. The brioge was .chosen :t>ecaus~ its only signifr 
.• 
icant differ~nce from the Berwick Bridge is· the skew angle of 45° •. 
In'teraction. between the slab ahd beams is provided . by yxtending · 
the girder shear reinforcement through the top of the girder into_ 
·the slao. The curbs and p~rapet walls are linked to the s~ab by 
-r 
re.inforcing steel in much the ~am~anner, but are not assumed in 
design to form part of the load-bearing structure. 
' .A" . . ~ 
. 
·..:. ' 
The bridge· is located ~an .a section of t~gent roadway, 
with a 3.1% grade falling toward .the south. The approach from , 
.. 
eith~r end of.the bridge is clear, with slight curvature and Fising 
grade ,on the road to th{_ s·outh, while a similar bridge spanning the 
'6 ' ....... _,·_.~:. 
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westbound lanes of.Interstate Route 80, slight·curvature, and 
gently rising .grade lie to···'.the north. There is no super-elevation 
..... 
r, '~ ----




. 'a .- ·. 
, 
. 2.2 Gage se·ctions ·and Locations, 
. ~ \ 
. \ 
. . ' ' 
, 
It was concluded in Fritz.Engineering. Laboratory Report 
~ ~ 
No. 315 .1 that only half of the beams in a bridge of this typ-e 
need be· gaged thoroughly to give an accurate pict:ure of its be- ~ 
havior. Therefore, only the two girders·toward the east -side of 
\ 
the bridge were extensively instrumented. Gaged sections were 
) 
located at midspan on Girders A (exterior) and B (interior), and 
' 
. t 
. ·. ~) '. ' 
a third section was located on Girder A on a line running perpen-~ 
.. 
'dicular to the girders from the inteltior gage section, as shown 
in Fig. S. 
. . 
,, 
The two gaged sections' on th·e exterior girder have been 
. 
desigriated as El (midspan). and ·E2, and the interior section is re~ 
£erred to as Section I.. Each section was mounted with four strain 
. 
. 
gages per girder face; two gages were mounted on the bottom sur-
face of the girder, with others placed nominally at 6 inches, 15 
in~hes, ~d 34-inches.above the bo~tom surfa"ce, for a total of 
I' 
."---- . 
eight gages per girder. Single gages were placed on the bot~om 
.. 




·rically tb the main sections on Girders A and B to serve as a check 
/) 
~y~~em. 
' ' Single deflection gages were placed at midspan of each ·. 
·11 . 
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'girder. These gages are a type devised by ~he Bu~eau of Public 
-· 
.. Roads, called a deflectometer. The deflectometer is described.in 
• the following section. 
.., .... ·· ', 
. ( . 
· '.2-~ 3 ·- .. Instrumentation 
. . . • 
All strain gages used ·in testing were of the SR-4. elec-
·' / .. · · · t~ical resistance type man~f actured by the Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton 
,i j Corporation. The gages were mounted using a cement supplied by 
I 
Baldwin· for the purpose, afte.r the gage locations were ground· 
smooth and sealed with a- prior coat of cement. Gages exposed to 
. . J 
weather were proteqted with.Gagekote, an epoxy compound which. is· 
· applied after the gage cement has cured. 
Following mounting, each gage was wired into a conven-r 
tional Wheatstone bridge circuit with thr~.e inactive gages placed 
.. 
nearby such that all were at ambient temperature conditions. 
. •··, 
Strain data was recordE;id using a mobile instrument unit owne<\ by 
the U. S. Bureau of Pub~c Roads . The equipment. is housed in · a . 
~iler and consists mainly of an oscillator, 48 gage circuit am-
/ 
plification.channels, and three variable speed recording oscillo-
graphs. The oscillator trans;}ts a 
· of amplif\ers, where each amplifier 
' 
reference signal to the bank 
is connected into a gage cir-
cuit as described above. During a test run, the transmitted sig-
( 
. 
nal will be altered by gage activity,""] magnified by the amplifier;: · 
and transmitted to an oscillograph galvanometer,. -where the 
. .( . 
1' . . ': 
\ . 
. , 
: ' \. .'. : 
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·-·-galvanometer ,movement is permanently recorded }On photographic · 
papero A flow-chart diagram of the~ircuitry in the testing · 
trailer is shown ~n Fig. 7 • 
ll 
. ,,r 
' . . Deflections are measured with the BPR deflectometer, 
... 





tilever beam of rectangular.cross-section in which the width 
tapers uniformly from the support end to th·e, tip. The dept}:). of 
the small beam remains constant through its length, so -that the 
'9 
cross-section has· a uniform, linear decrease in moment of in- . 
,· 
ertia from the support end to the free end. FouP--SR-4 strain 
.gages are bonded to the beam ne~r ·the support· end, which is 
clamped rigidly to the bridge girder at the point where detlec-
tion is to be measured. A wire is Q9nnected betwee~ the free 
l 
end ·of the cantilever and a weight resting on the ground, in or- 4.. 
der to. im~.~e a downward deflection on the cantilever.. Whe~ the 
bridge girder.deflects under load, ·the forced deflection in the 
cantiiever decreases, and the change is registered by the record-~ 
ing equip~ent in the same manner as with.the other strain gages •. 
·The deflectometer is calibrated when it is fabricated, so that 
-. 
. ;~} · .. the . bridge girder def le ct ion is easily evaluated. 
. . 
2.4 Test Vehicle 
The vehicle used for testing is a diesel-powered trac-
. tor and. semi-trailer owned by the Bureau· of Public Roads. · The 
' \ 
'· -- ... 
·.. ~ . 
.... ·. 
. , .. '. ") . 
,i,' .•:··· •• ·,, 
1. '. 
~ .. :' 
f•iiiiiiii 
" . 
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.. . _, 
. _,,-'-. 
/. . ·, 
. ' ·1 ,, 
' / 
dimensions of the.vehicle conform well to 1\ASHO H20-S16-44 de-, 
· sign _loading, 6 measuring 13. 0 feet fro~ the front axle to the 
. .. , . 
-
ctri ve axle, and ?b. 4 f-eet from the drive axle t-o the trailer ., 
axle. The · trailer was loaded with gravel diftributed to produce 
axle loads quite close to those $pecified in \the .oesign code, as >~_. ~'~ 
.shown in Fig. 9. · Between the start and finish of testing, there 
was some.change in the loads, due to change in the moisture con-
tent of the gravel. 
' 




Runs studied in preparation for this .·report are of a 
static nature, with the vehicle moving across the sp~n at a crawl 
speed of two to three miles pe; hour. Hand~als . were used to 
guide the vehicle in the desired lateral position during all runs. ·~ :· 
- . A total of twenty static runs were made, with two runs in each of· 
five northbound lanes, and two runs in each southbound· lane. Ex-
. 'tensive dynamic testing was conducted, and is being evaluated by 
,.:'4· . 
.. 
the· Bureau · of. Public Roads . 
2. 6 Loading Lanes 







. . '\ 
.,-
' ' . 
·. · .that the load vehicle is laterally positioned either over a gir-
·der centerline or over a ·line midway between girder centerlines. 
On the Brookvil)..e Bridge, this scheme gives five loading lanes, ' ; ~· I •. ' • 
(' . 
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• I spaced uniformly at 53 inches. When·the vehicle is in the out-· 
.side lanes, numbered 1 ands,· the centerline of the outs~whee1 
\ ', 
is l7o5 inches from- the curb face, which meets the AASHO specifi-
cation calling for placement 24 inches or less from the curb in · -
design~6 -
.... · . 
-~ I 
t 
2.7 Longitudinal Position and Timing 
' ;. . . -. 
-
-
... ,' . 
Vehicle position was indicated on oscillogI'aph records 
\ 
through the use of air hoses placed transversely across the road..:-
way in the path of the vehicle. As each axle\crossed an ai! hose, 
-
a pressure switc~ was act.ivated, causing a ~hanp break in a ref:.. 
_ erence trace on the oscillograph records. One hose was · placed at 
' . 
, 
midspan, with ~o· others SO feet to the north and south of the 1 
-
. 
midspan hose,' as shown in Fig. 3. 
\· 
position, hoses were employed to determine vehi~le speed during 
-. dynamic runs. These hoses were placed 165 feet apart, and served 
\ to actuate a digital timing device,· which allowed easy computa-
tion of average vehicle speed across the J span. 
____ J. L..J._ - -' 
- ~ -
,' J 
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3. DATA REDUCTION AND EVALUATION 
.. 




The first st~ in data reduc~~on was the editing of 
> 




·oscillograph records to cqrrelate the galvanometer traces with· 
the gage circuits of which they. are a part. Following editing, 
calibration X'ecords were evaluated,·. Calibration of the galva.....-
. . . 
nometers was required periodical:l,.y during testing to ensure·ac-
curacy of results •. To calibrate, a·large resistance was shunted 
into each gage circuit in place of the strain gage, and the gal-
'-....J ' 
vanometer de·f lection was noted. This provided · an index to trace 
<::. 
deflection for·a known. resistance, and in turn allowed ca±cula-
tion of ~esistance·change from trace deflection magnitude. 
With preliminary information organized, the evaluation 
of test run data was begun. When stra:.n occurred in a partic-
/.· 
· ~lar gage, the galvanometer to which the gage was cormected· de-
. . . \..,./ 
. .- - -' 
-, ' 
• 
fleeted in proportion to the stPain. By measuring any -trace ~ ,. 




associated with that trace was found by applying several factors 
which will be described in the following ~ection·. In previous 
testing, st.Jain data -was Studied for particula'r longitudinal ve• · 
hicle locations, sinpe externally applied moments could be deter-
1 
· mined. Since the skew bridge did not allow accurate calculation 
-
of applied moments, the strain data was interpreted on the basis 
-12-
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· Of •\,,Jll~Ximum res pOnse. :r.{_9ting the, gages .. Which reflected bending 
at a particular sectio~, the JJ;ia.ximum trace amplitudes for those .· 
gages w.ere found on a test run record. At this location on the· 
'\) 
. . ,~;;} 
record, the amplitudes of the t:r;'aces under consid~ration were 
measured to an accuracy of . O. 01 inch, and the. longitudinal posi- . 
'\ 
- . ' 
··. tion .. of the .).oad vehicle. was ~etermined by ·proport~ioning the· 
distance between· axles on the vehicle to the distance between -~ 
J reference marks on the oscillograph record (see Sec. 2.7) •. In 
most -case$, the maximum amplitude was ·located easily by eye. 
However, when. the vehic~e was placed in the westerly lanes· on 
,. 
the span, gage activity in the beams on·the east side of the 
structure was slight, making the location of the maximum,ampli- . 
' 
tude· more difficult. 
3.2 Evaluation of Oscill<:?2:raEh D~ta 
.. 




After load trace amplitudes were measured and tabulated, 
. " 
.· they were entered as input in a computer program which calculated . 
~. 
. 
. - ' 
.· . 
strains and beam deflections in the test structure.· The conversion 
of oscillogr~ph trace amplitudes to strain and deflection values 
was a relatively simple matter·, involving multiplication of the 
load trace amplitude measurement by.one variable arid several con-
stant quantities which were dependent on electrical resistances. 
. "}.t_.,, 
~ ..... ·. 
\--. -
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. The . apparent strain in any gage is giv~n by 




. · t11 "'R- . -,/ . 
... · 1 
! . . 
. ' 
- g e_· 
1 . ·-·~ - F(R + R )' . ~. 
. g C ... 
. . 
. 't··' 
. . ' where R · ::.. g--.a_~·g_e.· resista.nce . . . g 
", ,- ' ' 
,. .. 
·---~ c = calibrating resistance 
•~ 
'J ,· .. F· .. 
.,. 




The only" "variation from normal calc)!tions involving 
electric resistance strain gages is -~, which1 is. a resistaIJ._cEf --
. correction factor for the length of cable from the amplif~er .to 
"' 
•. 
the gages. These lengths sometimes ranged as high as 300 feet. 
The other valu.es for R , Rc, and F are known prior. to testing, . g . ; 
. 
and are constant. Calibrati~ attenuation an<l:_, operating attenu ... 
' ation, which are resistance adjustments in the amplifiers which 
control the sensftivity of·the' oscillograph galvanometer~, are. 
heJ,d constant for the static test '>seri~s. For each gage circuit, 
all constant factors can be combined as 
• 
.. 




_F:ffially, the experimeri~al~..values, which are the load 
trace amplitude and the calibration trace deflection, are combined 
," ',, 
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. = K:. . load trace amplitude . / 




- . . ,. ,, .. · .... ..,.. 
··where e = experimental va.lue · for strain at a giyen .location . 
, . , . I . 
'· ·r;'. 
on the structure 
./ - ' 
• .. • <{ '', 
:3.2.2 St.rain Tabulation and· Plotting 
.•· . 
I . After stra~n values were obtained in the form of-~ 
. 
· puter output, they were tabulated on a schematic· cross-section 
. . . 
. 
view of the test bridge, with·each ~train value written, in micro-
.... ,., 
/' . .('. 
inches per· inch, at~ the approximate location where the strain was 
__.:, 
measured. A typical strain tabulation is found in ·Fig. 10 • 
•• 
Following tabulation, girder web strain values were · 
plotted by rthe .computer, permitting ~as.y location of- unreasonable 
. 
. 
values which did not fall within approximately 5% o~ a straight 
line strain distribution through the dept-h of the girder.. Strain 
values which seemed unreasonable were dropped from consideration· 
in subsequent calculations. 
3.2~3 Moment Calculations 
It was not possible to calculate moments directly from .. 
· the test data, because a dependable modulus of elasticity value 
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evaluated on the basis of a quantity termed the moment coeff i-
cient Q The moment coefficient is simply the experimental moment 
V·alue as a function of the modulus of elast,:J.city, · having a unit 
of ft-in2 · if the moment i-s to be exp~essed in ft--lb and the modu-
L 
·' ,/~ 
., ~- I 
· lus in psi. Multiplication of the moment coefficient by the"mod-
' . 




After unreasonable girder strain ·values were eliminated 
.·from the initial da.ta, the remaining values were used .,,as input for· 
the .principal computer · program. The program begins by determin-
. . ' j 
ing the most probable straight line strain distribution by the 
. , 
method of least squares, and calculates the distance from the bot- , 
. . ' 
tom surf ace of the girder to the · experimental neutral axis for -,l 
each girder face. Taking the neutral axis location as determined, 
along with various properties of the girder cross~section, the 
program then ·calculates effective area of deck slab, and, for the 
exteriori~irder, effective curb and parapet~all area by balancing 
.. 
area-moments of concrete above an below the n~utral axis. With-
the effective con~rete area known, it is possible to compute the 
. ' 
.. -. 
properties of the composite cross-section in bending, and by 
uti~izing the· previously computed strains, the moment coeffici1ent 
. can be determined. For an.· exterior girder, the computer output· · 
~ 
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effective width of slab 
effective width of curb 
effective wj,dth of parapet wall· 
j 
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· -• 4. · x-x moment of inertia ( composite section) · 
s. y-y moment of inertia (composite section) 
6. · product of inertia _( composite section) 
p 
7·. - moment coefficient 
Output. from interior beam calculations contains the same informa-
tion except for curb and parapet figures. -In calculating slab 
widths, the program limits the width of slab available to the ex-
·terior girder to half the distance between .. -girder centerlines. -
This ·condition is not imposed on the interior girder calculations, 
. 
•• 
~---- .. in order that suff1icient slab will be available in any case to 
• !!I"•. 
balance the area~moments. 
When the program was·first used, calculations were per-
formed giving consideration to transformed reinforcing steel area 
in the deck slab, assu¢ng a modular_ r?tio of 6. In the bridges 
_, 
. studied, the deck reinforcement does not follow a dimen?ionally 
consistent pattern, and it was nece~sary to devot-el considerable 
-- · time and attention to altering the -program for each bridge. studied • 
. Therefore, it was decid.ed to ev_aluate the effect of neglecting .,slab 
- :.· ,. steel on the moment_ coefficient value, and found th~t the compu~ed 
value varies by less than· 1%. From that time, therefore,· caicula-
tions have been made without considering deck slab reinforcement. 
{.'; . 
-· ~ more detailed description of the computer program is 
j ~ ., 
included as an appendix to th.is report. The program was· written 
in theil .. General Electric-Lehigh University LEWIZ compiler language.11 
\ 
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' . 4. PRESENTATION OF TEST RESULTS 
~-
-4 •. 1 . Maximum Moment Coefficients 
All moment coefficients listed in Tables 2 through_· 6, 
. 
. ·and ·plotted in ~igs. 11 through 14;. represent maximum response 
:t \ ;, 
obtained in the structures tested. The posit_ion indicated in 
Table 2 is the distance in feet from the· load vehicle drive axle 
· to perpendicular mids pan at the time when maximum response o_c-
curred, and is presented graphically in Figs. 15 through 26. 
' 
Moment coefficients were computed for single vehicle loading in 
each of.the five ~~nes, (TableS, 2 and 4) and superimposed in four 
combinations of-vehicle direction (Tables 5 and 6) to produce re-
sults for two vehicle loading • 
A comparison of moment coefficients at midspan with those 
determined in a similar right bridge is presented in the form of 
•. 
rat_ios of skew bridge moment to right bridge moment in the colunms 
·labeled "Brookville/~eIWick" (Tables 4 through 6). This comparison 
is based on the assumption that elastic moduli for the gi"I'd.er con-
crete in both bridges-are equal. 
. 
Table.7 gives a. part of the results of~ extensive study 
of skew bridges conducted over a period of several years at the 
Un.iversity of Illinois, and is present~d to provide a comparison 
with similar research. Values given are the degree of moment 
" . --~·"'\ .. ..... - • _·, .& ' ' 
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reduction.in a variety of skew l?ridges when compared with a right 
bridge of similar characteristics. The reduction percentages wi·ll 
be discussed· and compared with results obtaine~l on_this--- -project in 
Chapter S. 
--·-4.2 Deflections at Midspan 
1...........= :::. 
~ 
. . . .. In the-calculation of deflections at midspan, longitu-
;;,.., 
dinal vehicle position has bee~ given primary consideration, with 
-deflections computed-when the vehicle drive ax.le-is located at skew 
"' 
mid~pan on the structure. This condition was imposed in order to 
provide a qualitative compari-sc;>n of behavior as vehicle position 
varies" In Tables 8 · through 12, def lee ti on values for all four 
girders have been compiled in a_manner similar to that in the case 
of moment coefficients, including values listed for both one and 
two vehicle loads, and a numerical comparison between skew and 
right bridges. Graphic presentation of deflection data.is given 
in Figs. 27 through 30. 
·4. 3 Maximum Strain at· Bottom Girder Surf aces 
" . 
; 
Strain data is compiled for on~ and two vehicle loadings, 
with comparison of midspan-strain magnitude, in Tables 13 thro~gh 
18. The strain values were computed at the same identical load 
vehicle positions as were the moment coefficients. Strain data is 
plotted~in Figs. 31 and 32, to provide observation of strain trends ~ 
at the gaged sections. 
' . ; ·: .. ' ' 
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4.4 Effective Width of Slab, Curb, and Parapet Wall 
I 
In Table 19 are listed the effective widths of slab, 
.curb, and parapet walls for exterior sections,. and the effective 
width of slab for interior sections·. Thes.e widths were calcu- · 
lated to balance·area-moments about the experimentally determined 
·, 
location of the neutral axis. For the interior girder, as.much 
·. slab width as was theoretically required was ·made available. For . 
the \ exterior girder, the available, slab. width was terminated at 
. 95 inches, the midway point to ·the adjacent interior girder. More 
,. 
' 




was allotted as necessary from the curb and parapet wall. The 
Al 
data given is ·for single vehicle loading only. 
4.5 Neutral Axis. Location 
. 
. 
The calculated height of the expe_rimentally determined 
neutral axis above the bottom surface for left an~ right girder 
-faces is listed in Table 20. · The values listed are for ·single 
vehicle load:ing, and provide for a qualitative look at girder ro-
-
... · tation. In calculating ~oment coefficients, neutral axi-s heights 
.. 
. "'"' ·, . 
I 
were averaged for each section, and composite beam section proper-
ties were computed with respect to the horizontal axis. Neutral· 
axis locations are included for each gage section, considering 
all test runs, for single vehicle loading • 
~· 
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·. s, •. I DISCUSSION· OF TEST RESULTS . 
· ··· 5. l Vehicle PQsition at Max\mum Response 
In ,general, · the test structure responded predictably 
· to latera;t variation in load vehicle position. The largest mo-
ment _in any gaged section occurred when the load vehicle passed 
in the loading lane closest to the .section, and the moment de-
creased as the vehicle was run in lanes at-greater lateral dis-
tances from the section under consideration • 
'\ I Response was not so predicta.ble, however, with ;('espect 
~"" 
udina1· Vehicle position. Iri~~all -cases, the vehicle was 
_p~aced so thqt skew mids pall was within its length when maximum 
occurred, but othel'flP.se no general statement can be made. The 
K,,.•• . . . 
drive axle fell within 10 feet of skew midspan in almost all in-
. . 
stances, and considertl>ly closer in sohthbound runs. The general 
..,,, 
trend of position shown in Figs. 15 through 26 follows the skew 
I 
" I 
midspan line, and seems to indicate that positioning with the 
vehicle drive wheel~ at midspan woRld have yielded response very 
close to maximum at the dections considered. 
...... 
5.2 Maximum Moment Coefficients 
.,. 
It is notable that moment coefficients determined at 
... 
/''-··-~ sections El atjd E2 are very close in magnitude. This is a probable 
-·· I ~ 
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·. · indication that the moment curve is rather flat n·ear its peak, 
and that values comp~rable to those at the gaged sections might. 
' be found over a considerable length.,. of the exterior girdero In · 
the Uriiversity of Illinois report9 ·on similar research in steel 
I-beam bridges, it. is stated that., iri a skew bridge, absolute 
maximum moment in an e.xterior · girder occurs at some distance from 
' 
_midspan, with this distance increasing.as the skew angle becomes 
r~ 
more extreme~ In view of this, gagin~f a third section on the 
· exterior girder might have been helpful.in more exactly· locating 
the section and in determining the magnitude of absolute maximum 
moment •. 
When the maximum moment coeffiqient values at midspan 
for the skew bridge are compared to maximum values obtained in 
testing the right bridge at Berwick, assuming the two bridges 
have nearly equal mod¥1i of elasticity in girder concrete, it i$ 
found that the skew bridge yields values of substantially smaller 
.magnitude. On the average, reduction~ of 13% in the· exterior ~ 
girder and 19% in the interior girder were experienced. This re-
duction was found to be fairly consistent with the.results of the 
University of Illinois work.9 The mast probable reason for the 
reduction is that vehicle loading on a skew bridge, if the stru~-
ture is viewed along .a section parallel to the supports, becomes 
" \, l. 
. 
·. ' ',\ 
·a series _of concentrated wheel loads, double the number of loads 
\ 
' in a right bridge, where.the configuration can be viewed as axle· 
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. ·. six ind·i vidual concentra~ed loads on a skew bridge, arici three · 
.. :;concentrated loads on a right bridge. It can be seen that, on 
••·"-M· _ _,/J 
···the s_kew bridge, some wheel loads w:i'il lie closer to the end 
I 
· supports than on a comparable right bridge, resulting in a re-
duction in the moment at any section. Data. from this project 
shows an overall average moment reduction of 16% for sirqle ve-~ 
. . 
hic1e·1oading. In a rough comparison, figures from University 
of Illinois data, converted to use with AASHO H-S loadil).g, show 
an average reduction of ~l% for a bridge of 45° · skew. Disagree-
-.....___ \ 
ment in the reduction figures could indicate some effect of the 
,- - . -· 
--...._,, difference in bending properties between the concrete box-shaped ·~ 
section and the steel I-shaped section studied in Illinois~~-
• ( search. This· cannot· be discussed at present as there has been 
\ 
no work done specifically in this area. The Illinois reports8 ' 9 
have provided conclusive evidence that I-beam bridges of up to 
.. 
30° skew show no appreciable reduction in moment, l>ut that the. · 
reduction becomes·considerable, and increases with degree of 
skew, in bridges with skew greater than 30°. In view of these 
f.indings, it appears that valuable information might be gained ~ 
by investigating box gird~r bridges of other than 45° s!<ew in 
future test~g, in_order to· determine the magn~tude,of momefit re-~ 
. 
duction with varying skew . ~ box girder bridges. 





. ~ Deflections experienced in this phase of testing are 
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. previously. All deflections were measured at midspan, with the 
- -·- ..... 
load ·vehicle drive axle centered over the skew midspan linee Be--· 
havior was predictable with respect to lateral vehicle position..;. 
ing, with the largest deflections occurring.in girders most direct-
ly under the load vehicle, as can be seen in Figs . 27 through 30. 
Deflections were·small in all cases, as has been found in previous_ 
testing. When skew bridge :deflections are compared to those in the 
. 
. 
right bridge, it is ~nteresting to note that deflections are s_ome-· 
what -larger in the skew bridge in. the beams most directly loaded, 
and ·considerably smaller in the beams ·at greater lateral dist·ance 
. from the load vehicle. These _'differences point to the de~rab~lity 
'---' . 
of additional def~ection gages in future testing. 
The girders were not gaged for the measurement of rota-
tion in the testing. of this bridge, but some idea of rotation be-
. . 
havior c·an be gained by observing the location and if\clin~r~ion of 
the neutral axis (Table 20) for each loading situation. Rotations 
seem to correspond well to the external loading co~ditions in terms 
of direction. The girders show rotation in the direction which · 
~\ 
· would be expected in all case~, but no means is ava·ilable for num-
eric.al evaluation. A marked .indication of rotational restraint be-
comes apparent, also, from the lateral bending behavior of the deck 
slab, for which strain data is not listed in this report. Lateral 
action in both the slab and midspan diaphragms demonstrated some 
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~ : -'. . 
bridge girder deflected ·with respect_ to another. Slab bending · · 
in the lateral direction has-not been.investigated at present, 
' ., 
, 
· ·_. . . and more intense study sho~ld · provid~ further insight to the ro- · · 
- ~ ~ - - -
·-
ta ti onal behavior of the box girder in a bridge of'--c_ this type. 
·· · 5.4- · Maximum Strain at .Bottom Girder ·surfaces 
All strain values listed in Tables .. 13 through 17 repre-
.. _ ... - "---
.. 
· ··._:··:·_;_sent _ maximum response. dt the structure, and were used along with 
: _·compute~ composit~ section prope~ti~s to determine moment coef-
ficient values. Compa~ison with right bridge strain values shows 
·that there are average reductions of strain magnitude in the skew 
/ . .;;., ' 
bridge of 24% in the exterior girder and 12% in.the interior gird-
er. _ These reductions do not parallel th~se found for moment coef-
_f i~ients, but a comparison in this vein is heavily dependent' ·of 
the fact that the moment coefficient values are results of the 
composite section properties, which are based on several behavioral 
· assumptions. Reduction in strain is greater, on the average, ·than 
reduction in moment coefficient, but the difference is not large. 
Such.a disagreement could be attributed to some difference in 
. 
e~astic moduli between the bridges.· The disagreement is also: no 
doubt influenced by. differences in the bending characteristics of -
each bridge as a unit, especially with respect to the effect of 
torsion. 
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· 5. 5 Effective Width of Slab, Curb, and Parapet Wali 
" . 
In most instances, effective concrete area seems to 
. ! 
.appear as would be expected. In the exterior girder, some width . · 
• 
· of curb and parapet wall were required to balance the section in·. 
· · . all cases where the load vehl-~le -was -~ost directly over the girder. 
There are a .few ~figures which fall somewhat out of line when the 
. load vehicle was in the west curb lane. The reason for this is 
not apparent, except for the. fact that interpretation of oscil).o-
. ·, . ' . 
. 
. 
. graph· records ·was more .. difficult ·when the vehicle was run in Lanes 
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. . 6. · . SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
: ~' .. 
6 .1 su,rrunary 
The main objective .·in this report is the evaluation 
: of data collected in the field testing of a p.restressed con- · 
·-· ·: .. 
· crete box girder · highway bridge of 45° skew, and the comparison· 
• I• . • · 
,' Jf 
of its structural behavior with that of a· right bridge of simi-
lar. characteristics. The bridge tested was a beam-slab structure 
utilizing four precast, pre-tensioned girders of hollow box cross-
section, topped by a composite reinforced concrete deck slab. 
The main instrumentation for field testing was devoted 
to the measurement of fiber strains at three girder cross-sections. 
Two of the sections were located on ~ne of the exterior gird~rs, 
and one on the- adjacent. interior girder, for the evaluation of in-
ternal bending moments produced by the test loading. Additional 
instrumentation was arranged to measure girder deflections,~ slab 
strains, and mids pan d_iaphragm strains. 
·Tests were conducted using a load vehicle closely con-
· tor~ng to AASHO HS20-44 loading, along with a mobile instrumen-
tation unit owned by the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads. All test 
runs were made with the load vehicle moving at crawl speed, in 
· five ).oading lanes established for testing purposes. 
I ' 
' ' . - ;. 
~ - ,' ,'. 
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The measured bending moments. are presented as moment 
coefficients, which take the dimensional form of bending moments 
divided by the modulus of elasticity of the girder concrete, and 
-~-------------·-
a re expressed in the units ft-in. 2 This was done because no re-
. . 
·. liable value was avai.lable for the modulus of elasticity in this 
bridge. A comparison of the internal bending moments _ produced in 
_. the skew bridge with those in the right bridge is, the~efore, based 
on the assumption that the elastic moduli in both bridges a~e---equal,~ 
and deals solely with maximum response of the structure. 
Moment coefficients were determined with the aid of a 
computer program designed to perfo_rm calculations for· any girder 
.cross-section. The program calculates the area of the composite 
section from strain data by balancing area moments about the neu-
tral axis determined for a specific loading situation, and _calcu-
lates· ·properties for tpe section which, when . combined with ideal- · 
ized strai~ values for the oot·tom girder surface, yield the mo-
ment coefficient value. The logic of the program i·s described in 
, 
-
an appendix to this report • 
,. 
In comparing mo~ent coefficient values for the skew · 
I 
bridge-to those for the right bridge, it was found that the values 
for the sk~w- bridge were generally lower. This reduction in mo-
. . 
ment is probably due to the geometry of the skew bridge, in that . 
.. 
the effect of the skew is to·more uniformly distribute the six 
wheel loads over the span length. 
-29-
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. a., . 
Previous research· conducted at the Univers·ity of Ill~· · 
inois established that the degree of moment .reduction in a skew 
bridge varies with the degree of skew, increasing as. the skew . 
· becomes more· extreme. · The Illinois report is discussed in this 
text, with a rough comparison made between moment reductions in. 
a 45° skew steel I-beam bridge, and those in the structure upon 
which this report is based. 
·. The girder deflection data for t~e B_rookville -Bridge 
snows a r·eduction of similar magnitud~ to that experienced with 
· ·moment coefficients, but ·without the same pattern in reductions. 
. ~ The reason· for the difference cannot be determined at present 
because deflection instrumentation was not·sufficient to allow 
a thorough analysis . 
Also considered to a lesser degree were strains at the 
-
bottom girder surface, calculated effective concrete areas in the 
composite beam_ sections, and calculated locations o·f the neutral 
axts in each section for all test runs. 
" 
. . 
·· · :. · ·5" 2 .· Conclusions 
From the crawl-run testing of.the skew bridge ·at Brook-
ville, · the following conclusions can be drawn: 
l. There was a reduction in moment coeffi- .· 
cients in the skew bridge in all cases 
. ·• ._; :',·' 
~ .. -, 
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n 
compared with similar-values from the 
right bridge. The magnitude of the re-
duction, however, can be assumed to apply 
only to a structure of 45° skew, as it was · 
previously established that the moment re-
.· ductiop varies with the degree of skew. 8 , 9 
This suggests that consideration of bridges 
-with different skew angles is in order, if 
a re·l~tionship between skew angle and mo-
·ment reduction is to be established. There-
fore, it is apparent that girders in -"skew 
bridge, designed on the basis of prcfvisions 
specified for right bridges, will actually 
be stressed to lower levels than their right 
bri~ge counterparts. 
\ 
2.. On the basis of the d·ata ana:lyzed, it appears 
. 
. 
that the ntaXim~ live-load moment·envelope 
in the exterior girder has a nearly constant 
value near absolute maximum over a consider-
able length of girder. The exact · 1ocation 
) 
and value of the maximum moment coefficient 
cannot be estimated from available data, but 
it is likely that the maximum occurs at some 
·distance from midspan, as was found in earlier 
/ 
...-· 
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studies at the University .of Illinois. 8 '~ 
Additional girder instrumentation in future 
testing would help to provide useful infor-
. mation toward this end. · 
3. For maximum res·pons.e in either exterior or . 
__ interior girders, the longitudinal vehicle 
was usually with the drive axle in close 
proximity·to the skew midspan line. It is 
. 
felt that·.data evaluation with the drive 
wheels located at skew midspan would yield 
;/:-'.t 
nearly the same experimental results as were 
found w'ith the more exact. location of the 
positions which.produced absolute maximum 
responses • 
4. Deflections in the skew bridge were generally 
,i 
. 
smaller than those in the right bridge, but 
there was a marked tendency for the girder 
most directly loaded to deflect considerably 
more than the other girders, and in some . 
cases, more than the corresponding girder in 
the right bridge. The reason for this dif-
... 
. ferent distribution of def le ct ions is not 
apparent, and additional instrumentation 
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5. The magnitudes and distributions of 
strains in the skew bridge·were quite 
compa~ab~e .to those· in the right bridge, 
and in general, the magnitudes were 
sl·ightly smaller. The differences in 
magnitude can be attributed primarily 
to the more uniform longitudinal di~-
. tribution of load in the skew bridge, 
and to some difference in the effective 
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8. APPENDIX 
· The comp~ter program U$ed ~n the major portipn of 
-data reduction is a. combination of four independent programs, 
each of which, with small modifications, can be used separately 
- _.when expedient. The program contains (l) a least squares fit-
ting routine which idealizes strain distribution through the. 
· -depth of the girder, ( 2) a program to calculate moment coe.ffi-
cients in interior girders, ( 3) a similar program for exterio~ _ 
··.girders, and (4) a routine to calculate lateral distribution 
. . 
coeff ici~nts, not used- in data reduction for the skew bridge·. 
The LEWIZ compiler language, unlike the more common 
FORTRAN, requires no input format. .Input data is entered in a 
pre..;.determined sequential order as sp~cified by· "card read" 
(CRD) statements in the program. All LEWIZ arithmeti.c is carried 
out. in floating point f'.orm, unless otherwise specified. All al-
. . 
gebraic statements are- written in exactly the same form _used with 
Q . 
FORTRAN, and should be readily understood by .anyone with. a general 
knowledge of programming. 
In the. following pages are (l.) a program flow chart.· in 
· __ verbal form, ( ~) a list of all program variable names, each with 
a description of the quantity it represents, and ( 3) a printout 
. 
of the program as written, with a sample output. The LEWIZ program 
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may be used by entering the values called for in- .CRD statements, 
• in exactly the order • given printout~ The only format re-in the 
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i. . I . . 
I 
I 
. .... I d L .,, . . .~ .. -. ·- --= -ac-----!k ... !c'- -
Start 
Dimension for values 
1. NA location 4, Interior moments 
2. Strain s. Exterior 
3~ Effective slab width 
.-·. 
Read total number 






Least Squares Fit Program · 
required for least,..,__ _______ __ 
squares fit 
Read (N) number 












strain at bottom 
----·==---.... -=- ---.,.,..--= - .. - '-'" ~-·=-- .. -
- Print J · 
Run number 







' . . 
no 
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strains left and right, 
and moment value 
storage location 
Print column headings 
for interior beam 
moment values 
. Take appropriate strain 
and NA values from LS fit 
storage and compute moment .... ~--.. 
arms to area segments 
Compute ef ect1ve 
slab width by 
balancing areas 
about NA 
Compute Ix of 
segments, then 
combine to get 
total Ix 
Compute Iy of 
segments- and 
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Compute I about 
inclined axis (IM) 
-Product (IMN), 









.... x ' .... 'T ' 't' 
Increase subscripts 
for strain, NA, 
moment values 


























Exterior Beam .Pl'og rut 
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. ',:'.' ·-;, - ~; 
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pprox11uate sla 
width taken to be 
..---~true effective width~--c 
• 
Ll 






number runs for 
this section 
I ·t· , . ni ia.L.J.Ze 





Take NA and strain 
values from 
appropriate loca-
tions in LS ·fit 
Initialize curb 
and parapet width 
to zero 
ompute moment arms 
to area segments for 
Ix - - compute maximum 
slab width allowed 
by adjacent beam 
Compute approximate 
slab width by balancing 










Maximum slab width 
























. -~ . 











width, using slab 
width determined, by 




taken to be 








find Ix for all area 
segments and combine 
to get Ix of section 
Compute areas, 
moment anns, 
area moments, I 1 for all segments 
involved--combine 
to get Iy for entire 
section, and location 
of NAy 
Compute Ix 1 for all 
segments and combine 
to get Ixy for entire 
section 
Compute I about 
inclined axis M, 
(IM), Product, (!MN) 
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effective slab, curb, 
arapet width MXE, 
--------.a...-------..-Increase subscripts 
for strain, NA, 
moment values to 
denote next exterior 
storage location 
Read number of sets 
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Read Lane, Speed, 
Position, and 
·1ocations of values 





to be combined ,;11111-------, 
Locate necessary 
moments and combine 
to get percentage 
values 
Print values for 
ane, speed, position 
· and moment 
percentages 
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NOTATION IN DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS PROGRAM 












neutral axis--averaged horizontal 
strain determined by least squares fit at bottom 
of beam 
total number of sets of strain readings to be 
considered in least squares routine--a 
multiple of 4 since there are four beam 
sides (two exterior.arid two interior) for any 
one run 
intermediate values in least squares fit procedure 
. . ' ' . . 
. . 




strain gage location; inches from bottom of beam 
s·train at bottom of beam as calculated in least 
squares routine 
neutral axis location as calculated in least 
squares routine 
'J 










area of nominal box girder section ( in2 ) 
centroidal distance from bottom of beam for box·· 
girder section (in. ) 
nominal depth of box girder (in_.) 
moment of inertia of box girder about its 
centroidal axis x-x (in4 ) · · · 
moment of inertia of box girder about its . 
centroidal axis y-y ( centerline of section) (i~) .. · 
nominal width of box girder (in.) 
number of beam sections to be considered in a 
set of computations (composite section varies· 
due to change in slab thickness) 
measured depth of beam with slab in place, left · 
and right, respectively (ino) 
measured slab thickness to left and right of box 
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number of computation runs for · a given beam 
section 
neutral axis l9cation, left and right, for a 
given loading case 
strain at bottom of beam, left and right, ,_,for :a 
given loadi3:1g case · · 
distance from bottom of beam to horizontal 
neutral . axis . 
average slab thickness 
.. 
average beam depth with slab in place ) 
height of "overlapn i.e. distance which girder 
protrudes into slab 
area of overlap 
distance from horizontal neutral :axis to bottom 
of slab 
· distance from hori·zontal neutral axis to centroid · · 
of overlap 
distance from horizontal neutral axis to centroid 
of slab 
distance from horizontal neutral axis to centroid 
of box girder 
calculated effective width of slab for a given 
loading case (in.) 
moment of inertia of effective slab about 
horizontal neutral axis 
moment of inertia of ove_rlap about horizontal 
neutral axis 
moment of inertia of box girder section about . 
horizontal neutral axis 
moment ~f iner:tia of compos·ite section about 
neutral horizontal neutral axis 
~oment of inertia of composite section about 
girder centerline 
·angle of inclinatiqn of experimental neutral axis 
moment of inertia of composite section about 
experimental neutral axis 
product of inertia of composite section· 
average strain at bottom of beam 
directed -moment of .inertia 




angle between plane of loading and vertical . . . . .. ~- .· 
· moment coefficient value in interior beam for a 
given loading case·. 
/ 
... .,. . 
. - ) '-.. ,. 
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width of curb on the bridge (from edge of 
roadway to outside of parapet) (in.) 
width of parapet wall on the bridge (in.) 
height of curb and parapet, respectively (in.) 
width of overhang (from outside of exterior 
beam to outside of parapet) (in.) 
x-distance from centerline of girder to centroid 
of curb (in.) 
x-distance from centerline of girder to centroid 
of parapet wall (in.) 
- calculated effective curb width 
calculated effective parapet wall width 
height of overlap 
y-distance from horizontal neutral axis to 
centroid of overlap 
y-distance from horizontal neutral axis to 
centroid of slab 
y-distance from horizontal neutral axis to 
centroid of curb 
y-distance from horizontal neutral axis to 
centroid of parapet 
maximum width of effective slab--determined by. 
slab width required by adjacent interior or 
beam 
c- c girder spacing ( in. ) 




calculated effective-slab width 
calculated effective curb width 
calculated effective parapet wall width 
moment of inertia of effective slab about 
horizontal neutral axis 
moment of inertia of girder about horizontal· 
neutral axis 
• moment of inertia of effective curb about 
· horizontal neutral axis 
· .. - moment of inertia of effectiye parapet waµ 
about horizontal neutral axis· 
moment of inertia of composite section about· -- _ ·. 
horizontal neutral axi·s 
area of effective slab 
width of overlap 
x-distance from centerline of girder to centroid 
of overlap 
width of additional slab thickness outside of 
exterior beam 
x-distance from centerline of-girder to centroid 
of additional slab thickness area 
-· .. 
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x-distance from centerline of girder to centroid 
of effective slab 
area of overlap 
area of effective curb 
area of effective parapet wall 
area of effective composite section 
area-moment of all segments about girder 
centerline 
x-distance from girder centerline to y-y centroidal. 
axis of composite section 
moment of inertia of effective composite section 
·about girder centerline 
re-defined as moment of inertia of effective 
composite section about its y-y centroidal 
• axis 
· re-defined to comply with transfer of reference. 
from centerline of girder to y-y centroidal 




product of inertia 
with reference 
x-x and y-y . 
vertical component 
case 
. \ . , 
of effective composite section · 
to its own centroidal axes · 
of moment for a given loading 
, .. 
Distribution Coefficients Pr.ogram 













·number of sets of runs to be considered (varies 
with position, section, speed, direct~on: 
set consists of sufficient runs to describe 
effect of any one position, section, speed, 
direction combination) 
number of runs within set to follow instruction.· 
lane in which test run took place 
speed of test vehicle . 
storage locations of proper moment·values to 
be combined 
combined expression for position and section 
moments in beams D,C,B,A respectively for a 
given loading case 
sum of internal moment in all beams for a given_ 
loading case 
percentage of total moment carried by beams 
A,B,C,D respectively 
where variable names in interior beam pro.gram are 
use_d again in exterior beam program, they are de-
scribed in the explanation of interior beam names 
onlyo Variable names not described here are those 
, of index counters and subscripts. 
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variable names using 
letters "NEG" refer to 
this area 
... ' . __ ... ',. ·....... ·. . 
,, .. 
' ·: ·"" EXTERIOR GIRDER 
@ 






;.·· ,, . . . 
•'•· 
,· ' 
:'-·. ,,, . -
. ~- "'. 
. . . . . . 
'· 
':.',. ' 
,' .. !' 
Section is' considered to have curb, and · parapet wall at. · 
·,,left in · all cases 
l. effective slab width limited by adjacent 
·interior beam requirements 
· 2. curb considered constant height and variable 
width, so that x-distance to centroid is-constant 
3. parapet considered constant height and variable 
width. 
.. ) .· 
. ~-· 
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. 2····· South 
.. 2 .-s·outh 
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' .. South 
3 ~ South· 
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. - -. ·-.·, 
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'l'ahl.e . 4 : · . ComJ;)a;rison -of Maximum Mo~ent Coefficients ~ at- M:i.q}s:];,-~11 · 
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Exterior· Interior 
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31· 9'.33 
.. · . , .. 33,665 




43,-979 3.0, 063 
46··5,37· 
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21·,420 27 980 ., . 
21,645 27,128 
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.,, - ...... 
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·E.xterior . . .. __ . __ . -Interior 
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65,543 _ 56,099 
49,492 50,565 
65., 543 56,099 
49,492 50,565 
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'-:' -;" :. ::·- -







0.63 · --- a. as· 
0.86 -_ 0. 81 
0.·76 -0.87--
0.89 -- 0.77 
0.63 __ a.as 
0.85 . o. 81 
. 
0.76 _- >0.86 
~ 
a.as _- · .. -0.74 
0.76 0.88 
0.89 0.80 
0.75 - -.- 0.88 
o .• as 0.82 
0.74 a.as 
0.89 0.71 
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.·· Table 6 . · 1Comparison of Maximum Moment Coefficients · at Mids pan · .. · 
· (1wo Load Vehicles Traveling in Op,posite ·Directions) 
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- . . . . ·,. .- . 

















South North I 
. - Maximum Moment Coefficient, ft-in2 · 
Brookville 
Exterior Interior 






58 ,Oa·49 44,583 
38,668 45,052 




56,738 49.· 015 


















66,747 59 -365 , . 
46,461 5·2,969 
66,747 59,365 
46 ,46~ 52 969 
' 
.. · 
. '- ·-- ... 
·,· 
' _, . _:,• 
. . . . 
Ratio 
. Brookville/Berwick 
.· Exterior Interior 
.0.77 0.68 
0 .•. 63 0~88 
·0.93·' 0.76 
~-··- ---~ ·_ .,-. 
0.61,. 0.88 




·.0 .• 74···· 0.89 
O· 81 . .... . ... ' 
,,- :.::~.' 
: .· .... 0.83 
·;Q:T/'7. : .· :,~.' ::·' . ·.0.84 
L 
O:.~·.a2· 0.82 
·o 11· 0.85 ... · ·.-.,-... 
' •... ·. ··.· 




o·.a·G · 0.81 
·0.11· ·0.86 
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Table 7 Effect of_ Skew on Maximum Moments at Mid$,panc.of :'.Be:aJI\s-. --
·. :. . ·.- -- ., " ' ,• .· 
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- (Reproduced from Illinois Engineering Experiment Station·- Bulle:tin ·Ng~::439)· 
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-· Table 8 Midspan Girder Def le(:tions ~ Brookville Bridge 
-. Load vehicle positioned ~ith drive wheels 
· on midspan line 
0 
(Deflection in inches) 
. . . -Git,de~ · __




''( .'' I 
.Lane:'·; . Direct:ion ·. A' B - ·:c -
~·,-, . ' 
"~ . 
l NB 0.075 0.073 O·. 035 , 0.014 
·-. 2·· NB 0.048 0.078 0.·047 0.-020 
3 NB- o. 0·32 0.066 o. 06·4 0.040 
• 
. 4 )·· NB 0.017 0.046 0.010 0.062 
5' NB 0.009 0.030 0.062 O. 089. 
l NB 0.077 0.075 o •. :03s Q. 012· 
:2 NB 0.049 0.080 0.050 0.022 
3: NB 0.032 0.06·6 0.062 0.036 
4 NB a. 01_1 0.046 Q.070 0.065 
5: NB 0.009 0.030 0.-061 0~092 
, 
-
1 . SB 0.084 0. 071. 0.03·0 0.009 
2· SB ' J a.ass 0.082 0.044 0.015 
~ 
" 
t . 3 SB 0.037 0.073 0.060 0.033 ' . - .. -. 
•. 4 SB 0.020 0.051 0.070 0.056 
~-
SB 0.011 0.036 0.066 0.084 
'. 
., 
·, ' ~! 
I,'' 




.·· 2 '• . ; :SB 0.059 o. 08·4 0.046 0.019 .·' '• 
.ii_ 
·,· :, ,; ;-· . 
:3 •.• . , . SB 0.036 0.072 . o. 060 0.033 
.· 4·· 
' _. ·.• -~ ' .. SB -0.018 0·.042 0.052 0.040 
. -
. . s· SB 0.010 0.033 0.063 0.080 •' ,, '. ' 
' -- :,_/·' 
',' ' ' ' 
;· ·.·· ' .. ' , 
. ,, . 
. '( . . . ,, ,._r • 
. ,;' ,, ·,·' 
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Table 10 · Comparison of G:i-rder · Deflections 
(Load vehicle positioned with drive wheels at m.ids:pc:ln)< -.· 
·, 
I 
' . j 





-B . -__ ·c . D A B C , 
' . . 
.i: ·'" .. 
-__ Brookville/Berwick 
- A B C . D 
Lane Direction. 
D. · ... , .. "; ·, . 
l North · 075 073 · 035 ' OJ.4 oeo· - 071 050 {)27··· 0.94. 1.03- 0.70 0.52 l North 077 075 035 012 
--
-··- -- --
0~96 l.06 - 0.70 0.44 2 North 048 078 047 020 061 072 05.3 029 0.79 1.08 0.89 Oo69 2 North 049 080 050 022 
-- -- -- --
o.ao 1.11 0.94 0.76 3 North 032 066 064 040 046 068 072 046 0.70 0.97 0.89 0.87 3 North 032 066 062 036 
-- -- -- --
0.70 0.97 0.86 0.78 4 North 017 046 ·070 062 033 054 075 06.l 0.52 a.as 0.93 lo02 . I 4 North 017 046 0·70 065 
-- -- ~-- --- o.s-2 a.as 0.93 lo06 5 North 009 030 062 089 024 043 072 081 0.38 0.70 0.86 1.10 




0.38 0.70 0.85 l.l4 
-1 South 084 071 030 009 073 065 061 0·20,···. . - ·. . -
- a • 1.15 l •• 09 Q .• 49 0.45 l South 084 072 030 009 
-- -- --
··i~~t_ .... 1,15 1.11 0.49· 0.45 2 South 058 082 044 015 055 068 080 030 1.05 1.20 o.ss OoSO 2 South 059 084 046 019 l.07 l.23 0.58 Oo63 Ii -- -- -- --
1, 
3 South 037 073 060 033 038 062 lll 040 0.97 1.18 0.54 Oo82 3 South '036 072 060 033 
-- -- ---
--
0.95 1~16 0.54 Oo82 4 South 020 051 070 056 
-026 048 102· 052 0.77 1.06 0.69 1.08 4 South 018 042 052 _040 
-- -- 0.69 0.88 0.51 Oe77 I -·~ --~ 
I 5 South Oll 036 066 084 019 i,'037 097 074·. 0.58 0.97 0.68 1.14 I 
I 5 South OlO 033 063 080 
-- -- -- -~- 0.53 0.89 0.65 l.08 
. I ', Fl ' ' 
en : I I ' · l; 
'-0 , I 
·' ' I . ; .. 
,- I \ I 
·! ~ 1· 






















































· . Ta.ble ll _Comparison·· of Girder · Deflections: 


















Deflection, 10- 3 inches 
Brookville 
·B C D 
J.19 105 076 
108 109 109 
119 105 079 
108 108 112 
. J.21 105 074 
110 112 11.l 
121 105 077 
110 111 114 
122 100 065 I 118 110 099 
113 .082 049 
115 107 100 
J.23 J.00 065 
120 112 103 
114 0.82 049 




































. 113 163 
105 177 

















· · Ratio 
- .... . -'~ ·• ,·.~ '.',; ,•-. 
· · ·.;Ytltf\]3I.'Qe>l<v:l1le/.Berwick . ·.· ·. · ·. ·• · 




















0~94.· 0.87 · 
0.95 0.83 
· 0.94 0.86 
0.97 0.83 
. 0.96 0.90 
. 0.97 0.83 
0.96 0.89 
1.08 0.61 · 
1.12 .0.62. 
·l.QO ·. a.so 
· l/10 ·a.Go 
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Table 12 Comparison of_· Girder Deflecti'on.s ' 






















Deflection, 10-3 inches 
Brookville Berwick A ·B C · D A B C 
095 124 105 070 106 119 152 059 114 113 104 080 l·.09" 150 
093 llS -087 054 106 119 152 058 lll 110· 100 080 .l09 1.50, 
097 126 105 068 106 -119. 1s2· 
'060 116 116 106 080 109 :150-
095 117 087 052 106 119 152 059 J.13 l.13 102 080 . 109 150 
·101 ·117 100 071 1·06 119 136 067 112 114 077 079 110 152 
101 117 100 074 106 119 136 067 112 105 J.07 079, 110 152 
101 118 100 071 106 119 136 068 114 108 108. 079 .lJ.O 152 
















11.l ., · 
oe1-
11.i 
-' >'.· .. 
Ratio ---
Brookville/Berwick· __ 




1.04- - -_Q .• 69 0.88 
0.74 1.04 0.75 1.00 
0.88 0.97 0.57 0.68 
0.72 1.02 0.73 0.96 
Q,• •. 92- 1.06 0.69 a.as 0 ._75· 1.06 0.77 1.02 
0.90--. 0.98 o. 57- 0.65 
o .• 74 _ 1.04. 0.75 0.98-_---
0.9.-5 o .• 98 -_ 0.74 0.88 
a.es· ---1.02 - 0.75-- 0.69 
o .• 9s - 0.98- 0.74 0.91 
a.as 1.02 0.69 0.96 
o .• 9s 0.99 0.74 0.88 
0.86 1.04 0.71 0.97 
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.- "'-~:.. It 
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(One Load Vehicle) 
(10~6 in/in) 
Section El. .Section E2 
-
Left Right· .. ': Left Right 
36.7 43.7 33.9 40.2 
28.S 28.3 26.6· 27.5 
J.8. 4 is .a ].9.7 19.1 
<{11. 7 9.2 12.7 12.0 
. 6.0 s.s 9.2 7.0 
35.4 43.1 33. 5 · 40.5 
26.2 28.S 30.l 28.4 
18.4 15.4 19.6 17.2 
11.0 8.7 12.3 10.4 
6.9 4.3 7.4 4.6· 
37.2 41.S 35.8 43.6 
26.8 24.6 26.9 28.6 
18.·2 16.9 19.3 19.7 
10.0 8.9 13.8 9.5 
a.a 4.1 7.9 6.0 
37.1 37.0 36.9 45.6 
24.8 23.l ·26.S ·27. 7 
19.3 .15. 5 19. 5 . 19.4 
11.1 8.0 12.3 ll.3 
7.9 -s.o 7.0 7. J. 
- ··.-...:.. .· 
·section I 
. . 
·,, , Left . Ri ht . g .. 








J.9. 8 19.2 
14.0 11.9 








·. 19.0 15.7 
J.2. J. 11.8 
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, ... ; .... 
_· ;._. . 
Maximum Strain at Bottom Surface 
of Girder - Bei:wick Bridge 
) . . 
· (10-G in/in) 
Exterior Interior -
Left Right Left . . ' Righ. :t_' . . . . :·;. ·•. - -~ . . ,. ~ 
3.8 • 9. 42·.Q. 3:·4 ..•. 8' 30.~-g.·_. 
: 
·31 •. ·4. 30·.1 3.4 ... -:.0: 34.2 f 
23.2. 19.S 29.S· 32.2 
:11.·9 15.0 23-.7 
9.:2 1.8 .-9 . ' is .a. --
- .. .- '. ·,. • .. _ 
_ -. ,:•· ·;· 
,.. 
.. 
- -r -- -



































N :, : 
Table 15 Maximum Strain at Bottom Sur·tace of Girder - B·t-ookvi11e Bridge·· .. 
. . 
. (Two Load Vehicle-s Tr~v:~ling in Same ·D·i'.rection) 
{10-~ in/in) - . :-...- .. 
. . Directfon Section El Section· E-2 ··.section•! 
.. ·, ·<"' ,-




North North 48.4 52.8 46.6 52.3 5.1·····.0··· 45.4 ... ··•·. 49··. 9 North North 34.4 33.8 35.8 34.4 44.6 
North North 47.7 52.4 46.2 50.6 so"'.a 45.0 North North 35.4 32.6 34.l 32.0 50.3 44.6. 
North North 47.l 52.3 46.2 52.6 53.8 45.l North North 32.2 34.0 '39. 2 35.4 so.9. 46.9 
. North North 46.3 51.8 45.8 50.9 53.7 44.7· North North 33.2 32.8 37.S 33.0 51.2 4:7.0 .. 
·south South 47.2 50.4 49.6 53.l 46 ..• 9 42.6· ·, South South 34.8 28.7 . 34.8 34.S so.a 46· •. 3 · 
South Sout,h 48.3 49.S 48.l 54.9 tSS.0 42.9 South South 34.6 29.6 33.9 35.6 48.6 46.6 
South South 47 .l 45.9 so.a 55.l 45.S 42.9 South South 32.8 27.3 34.·4 33.7 51.9 45.8 
South South 48.2 45.0 
' 
'I 
49.1 3 56.9 53.6 43 •• 2 .,,.. 
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Table 16 Maximum Strain at Bottom'·Surface, of· .. Girder - ·Brookville Bridge 
·' 
·(Two Load Vehicles Traveling in Opposite DirectiOI1S) 
. : 
._/ 




Lane Direction -Section El Section E2: 




1 4 North South 46.7 52.6 47. 7 49.7 . ·4:L.·,9 41. 2. : I II 2 5 North South 36.S 32.S .34.6 33 .•. 4 49.7 •·4a~1 
1 4 North South 47.8 Sl.6 46~2 Sl.S 49.9 41.5 2 5 North South 36.4 33.4 33.7 34.S 48.4 44.6' I 
. I 
I 
' l 4 North South 45.4 52.0 47.3 so.a 44.'8" 40.9 • 2 5 North South 34.3 32.6 38.0 ·34_4 50.6 46.7 
J. 4 North South 46.4 SJ.• J. 4s.a· Sl.8 52.8 41.2 
2 5 North ·south 34.2 33.6 37.J. 35.S .49.3 46.9 1: 
,1 
1\ 
l 4 South }Jorth 48.9 50~,7 48.6 s-s-.6 .56.~·,0 46.8 




'' l 4 South North 48.2 50, •. 2 48.2 5_4.·0 5.5.8 46.S 
2 5- South North 33.7 28_-.9 34.3 33.1 5"0.6 46.6 i ' i 
11 
I 
i 49. 7 J. 4 South North '48.8 46.2' s.1·. 7· 54.6 -47.1· 
" 
.·. ·.: 
I 2 5 South North 30.8 28.6 35.7 34.7 -s2.1 46.l 
l 4 South North 48.1 45.7 49.3 56.0 -54.4. 46.8 













· . >:Table 17 
. ,, 
. '· 
' ·. . , 
., 
. . .. \ 
' -
Truck -Loeati.o:n 
Lanes land 4 
' - - - . ~ 
- .. 










M·aximum Strain at Bottom Surf ace ./of.·· Girder· - .- · ·· 
Berwick Bridge 
(Two Load Vehicl.es) 
(lO-G in/in) .. ~ . .. 
I ·_ ·.., . 
. i' . J~ '·. 











Interior ., r 
Left ·.R-. - . -,_:·_-/:_CT;_· •. -.·~;.... __ ·::' 
. . ·~-::i.~:-~,~ 




. '·' . .,. . 
-,{':" .· .•'. 
. 1' ,· - ._ 
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_.. . .. · -· . ' 
.· Table 18 ·. Comparison of Av~raged Maximum Strains 
at Bottom Surface of Girder 
.· . 
. ' 
. -77-.· · . 
.-.L.-··i.t.· ·._ 
{Ratio.'of value from ·Brookville Bridge to _value from Berwick Bridge) 
One . · Vehicle 
•·· ... Lah~ . Direction . Exterior· ·. 
Left . · Right -







·· ·.··. ·. North 


















L~n~- . · · Direction 
A ··B A ·B 
1 4 North North 
.2 5 North North 
.. 
J. 4 South South 2· .. 5 South South 
' l.. 
·' 4 North South 
' 2 5 North South 
J. 4 South North 
2 5 South North 
,'--. 
- ~-------.•·· 
o·.-a1 0.94 1.08 0.99 
0.79 a.so 0.92 1.06 
o.~63 0.60 · 0.84 0.82 
•· o-.ss 0.53 o. 73 0 • 75 -1 
0.95 0.94 1.02 0.88 
0.82 0.79 l' .. 10 1.01 
0.81 0.83 0.84 0.96 
0.59 0.5'6 0.63 · 0.66 
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Table 19 -Effective S.la,b Width 
(inches) 
. .. _··. >;-· 
1·· ' 
.', ·, ' 
- :_ _'r-·'.- -
Section El Section _E2'_ I 
,-;,,,. .. · 
. _Sl-~ Curb ·Parapet Slab Curb - ':Parapet · 
95.00 33.00 2.51 
95.00 24.50 0 
95.00 14.93 0 
95.00 0.75 0 
61.57 0 0 
95.00 33.00 2.98 
95.00 24·. 76 0 
·95.00 25.53 0 
95.00 9.25 0 
83.26 0 0 
95.00 24.38 0 
95.00 33.00 0.1·2 
95.00 26.08 0 
95.00 15. 72 .. 0 
.95. 00 ·33.00 8.93 
95.00 33.00 2.43 
95.00 33.00 3.60 
95.00 33.00 0.73 
95.00 27.21 0 
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' . ~~ , ._ ._-. '. ,·-
·:"<}':_·\·, 
_:·_.'.; ' ·._. . .. .: 
. 
· , Section I . 
· · __ -·Slab·. 
-
-i.87 .• 18 
· 99.14 
110.82 
. -' .• ].ll .. 6 8 
-.--_ 69.13 
·•lll. 95 
- - ~ 84. 35 
' ', 
- ·106. 41 
90.84 
· 74. 26 · 
,' _·-_97. 53 
-_ 81·.0.I · 
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. ,, Table 20 
• 
.. : ' { _.· . 
Neut:ral Axis Location ..
. ' . 
: 0 .' ··-.· -
. . 
.. 
:- ·;· .[LG.cation .given as distance < irLches) 'above .bottom ·gird.er ,_S;Q.pf51i:::~J. · 
:.:-·-~- -c ' • . . ' - "'.;.: : . ' 






_· . _.·-3, . North 
- • J' .. - -i 
.. 
. . . ::·' '.. ·'-:!4 ' - North 


























31./11 20 .• 97 
26.08 20.92 
31.15 29.78 
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-Cross-Section Showing SR-4 Gages Considered 
in Evaluation for Moment Coefficients· 
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Fig. 8a Underside of Test Bridge, Showing Skew 
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Fig.· 10 Typical Strail;l. Data Tabulation 
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;Fig. 21 - ·. Vehicle Location in Each Lane to Produce 
Res pons·e at Section E2 
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Fig. 28 Deflection Due to Indicated Lane Loading (inches) 
Southbound runs 
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Deflections With Tw_o Lanes Loaded 
Vehicles superimposed in same direction--_ 
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··.·Fig. 30 Deflections With Two Lanes Loaded 
'' f' Vehicles superimposed in opposite direction 
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Fig. 31 Maximum Strain at Bottom of Beam 
Single vehicle loading - vehicle traveling 
in indicated lane and direction 
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1 Fig. 32 Maximum Bottom Strain With Two Load Vehicles 
Vehicles traveling in indicated lanes and directions 
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